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What’s REFIT and why it was needed

EU Commission’s better regulation agenda

• Deliver intended benefits while removing red tape and 
lowering costs

• Potential benefits and cost evaluated through impact 
assessments

• Retrospective evaluations through consultations

Reasons for the EMIR Fitness Check
• Cost reduction, simplification and efficiency: reducing regulatory and administrative 

burdens

• More targeted measures e.g. non all FCs pose the same risk, scope of the clearing obligation

• Reporting of historic (2012-2014) transactions unnecessary

• Additional powers to ESMA to manage contingencies

• Roles and responsibilities to improve reporting quality

• Harmonisation of risk mitigation techniques and reporting

• Manage conflicts of interests of clearing members

• Third Countries access to TRs



EMIR Fitness Check Program – “The 2019 Challenge”
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• Certain FCs OTC derivatives volume too low

• A new category of small financial counterparties created

• SFCs exempted from the clearing obligation, but subject to the 
requirement to exchange collateral to mitigate any systemic risk 

• The excess of the clearing threshold for at least one class still triggers 
the clearing obligation for all classes of OTC derivatives 

Counterparties 
Classification

1

Powers to ESMA

2
• ESMA to receive powers to suspend the clearing obligation in 

certain exceptional situations

• ESMA supervisory powers on TRs: effective, proportionate and 
dissuasive penalties to ensure the effectiveness

• ESMA to define supervisory procedures for ongoing validation of 
risk-management procedures for the exchange of collateral



Clearing Threshold

3 • From (daily) calculation of GNV of outstanding OTC derivatives to 
aggregate month-end average position for previous 12 months for 
OTC derivatives

• Calculation required every 12 months

• NFC must be able to demonstrate that the calculation does not 
lead to systemic underestimation of the position

• Periodic review of clearing thresholds by ESMA

• Small FCs can also calculate position against threshold to be 
exempted from clearing obligation but would remain subject to 
risk mitigation obligation

• No changes to

– Hedging exemption

– Group level of calculation



Clearing 
Obligation

4 • Activity poses less of a systemic risk to the financial system than 
FCs

• For NFCs it will apply only to the asset class for which the clearing 
threshold is exceeded

• Collateralisation still mandatory to uncleared OTC derivatives in all 
asset classes, even if NFC+ only breached one

• NB: mandatory clearing has not yet been declared for any 
commodity contracts

Clearing Services

5 • Clearing service providers shall provide fair, reasonable, non-
discriminatory, and transparent commercial terms

• Reasonable measures to identify, prevent, manage and monitor 
conflicts of interest between the trading unit and the clearing unit



Transaction 
Reporting 

6 • Reporting of historical transactions removed

• Intragroup transaction reporting for NFC removed because 
relatively small fraction of all OTC derivative transactions and are 
used primarily for internal hedging within groups

• Option for NFC- to delegate reporting to the FC counterparty

– FC would be solely responsible and legally liable for the 
reporting

– NFC- would still be required to provide certain data to the FC 
and would be responsible for its accuracy

6

Access to TR data

7 Mutual direct access to data

• Relevant authorities of third countries shall have direct access to 
information in EU-TRs provided the Commission has adopted an IA 

• Basic requirement is that the third country grants Union 
authorities direct access to data reported to its trade repositories



EMIR Refit – Indicative Timeline

Q1/19 Q2/19 Q3/19 Q4/19 2020 2021

5 Feb –
Agreement 
Council and 
Parliament

15 Apr Vote by 
the EU 

Parliament

Ca 2 months to 
conduct final legal 
checks (e.g. cross 
references) and 
translation work

Mid June (tbc) 
Publication in 

Official Journal

Mid July (tbc) 
majority of text 

comes into force 
(20d after 

publication

+ 6 months (Jan 
2020) for CCPs to 
provide certain 
tools to clearing 

members

+12 months (Jul 2020 
implementation of 

delegated reporting by 
FCs on behalf NFC-

counterparties

+24 months (Jul 2021)
Commercial terms from 

clearing members offering 
commercial terms and 

TR procedures and policies to 
be improved



EMIR Refit – Conclusions

• EMIR principles and G20 remain 
untouched

• But EMIR went admittedly too far and 
overburdened small FCs and NFCs

• Simplifications are welcome, but a more 
pragmatic approach would have been 
better e.g. risk mitigation techniques 
intragroup

• Brexit may complicate things where it is 
unnecessary → e.g. mutual non-
equivalence of regulated markets is 
unreasonable and will create additional 
burdens, more than what REFIT will take 
away


